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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND RELATED CONSIDERATIONS
The material presented in ths following pages has to
do with selected problems related to the internal activities
of a government field office* The particular setting for the
study was an operational section of a regional office of one
of the large federal agendas, -his office exists for the
purpose of administering servioes to a substantial part of
the population of a given geographical area* All field
functions of the agency are conducted under jurisdiction of
a central office in Vaahington, D* C*
While most people are aware of the tremendous develop-
ment of "big government" in recent years, it is not always
remembered that most of this expansion has been a field
expansion* It is mainly the field people of the federal
agencies who meet the general public and impress it with
the type of servioe rendered* It is in the field that the
federal government can acuui^e a good or bad reputation
beoause of the type of performance or regulatory functions
v
administered*
Publio relations of a government field office
embraces every aspect of administrative programs, pro-
cedures, and practices that may affect the good will and
reputation of the agenoy* If the personnel policies and
i .7 v .. aI> . * v- i** * ' »• rw*? ( \
practices are not conducive to good performance and services,
s*ox^A£^^«too css 113$ u \ 9*mow ani?
c* 8£;1 **&&<[ %at*To £lot ~j rf* ui fcfeliieaetq I/.’.i'xacfBu erf?
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feuo io aoltto Xfluol *oi a to nciloos JjAxtoif’-vioqo i!* raw s
9 li if 10* &S9ix9 oelttc eld-' . soloneg: JU'ie ;; ey~eX to
to hitp fvJtn+JedOB a M «eolx *e« ^r; i:*6fj to eaoq<5ijq
rle-it XIA . !'•.'•>:?. Xi?e»lrfq *I3©3£ rfevi £» a to aolS . Luqoc Oi~l
to naifoil tltui z&bsti b&ftfcbnoo im voxres edl to end* orcet
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eoitto Mrlt lae/ajtsvc * a ro a/sci JftX&'i ol&4uc
-osq ,e^ax?»w :.q inxrXi/ to cc jc, **> x**** aeoi -irf .:»
r£i, ; f • -i :? j loot a xa.'I jj-.al t; x ^ &r.a . . 1, &rc
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,*eoIv*»a hex aoamtfietiieq hoo^ al orlovapc don et * r;(?plio,nq
2the public relations of the agency will suffer. In the
field of government, as in industry, it is important for
the organization to gain and maintain the good will of
its employees in order that their confidence in its work
may be reflected in the attitudes of their friends and
associates, and ultimately in those of the general public.
The recognition of such principles has led to an intensifi-
cation ol‘ interest in problems relating to human relation-
ships in the federal service. This was also the basis for
selection of the research areas for this study. The particu-
lar issues considered are thought to have special significance
for the field of public relations.
I. THE PROBLEM
The two main areas of research for this study are
(1) morale, and (2) internal lines of two-way communications.
In its broad context, the problem may be stated as; A study
of morale, as affected by the internal communications, of
an operational section of a government field office.
opeolfic aspects of the problem # The above problem
reduced to its more specific elements may be stated as
follows; (1) to ascertain the state of morale and, insofar
as possible, determine the causes why morale is good or bad;
(2) to evaluate the effects of two-v/ay communications on
individual and group morale; and (3) to propose recommen-
dations for which there is indicated need, based upon the
3#/ti nl illw ^oae • e ©xU to aacX.?£l#i cllcIvq edt
act Jcftiioqtai *t 31 <\'xts«rfal a 2 as
,
^a»Afl^evc^ to bleXt
t :> .r.iiv, &oq.$ arfJ afciJ .ii-tr. fra* nl*^ oc? aoll^liisgio oj.3
J .;. *1 9M:.;);;aOD il arft ^/:.il. teino :.l ae6\oiqit<e «.ti
ofl® ejjjtrln.t iliHlf 1c Mtbult& i j 9di at b*$oel\9 ri ©d
.QlitiUQ Xrxoaa^ %&3 1 o a.orfJ ill ^XetoraiXxi JE>tui .jetfAlooctBu
fi® c3 3&X sad >&1q loc.liq rfoaa to aol*I^coe7 eiL
~mo 1&b£bi «iurui! cl •u;idf’Xj'r ©woldc^c xii laa'ielcl to noi$s
o
sot c .^c erf.- 08l* ftjv aXtt tDvUio.: Xc'iebet •£ ‘ ul tfqlrfa
ad* airf.j 'xol asaia orfl to noilosXea
e>oaacl*lcTsia lulonqs ©veil ol Id^/erf* sts fte^eMaaoo .eue^i *sX
acol eXo'i o Ufi!.c to tieit eiLt -rot
- xjn-jiiq as? ,1
6T x&x/le eirf7 ‘jol rf©*/ &V16I io fll&xa o’4 oriT
.aflciSaoJtfldMPJOO x&w^ovi to awfllX Xt;rfie3:t2 (2/ j>cr£ ,«Xi icm (X)
Xtvdf. / :qb bv$j*3 a ed aeldciq erf 5 t 3*#3aoo fieo'jrf all al
to ,EflolJad2nuft.aoo Iwr:g al »dS \4 hni'intte st t 3Uza cj to
•coitto Moll 3ne. a7&VQ )| 8 to aoXxo** Xanclljfieqo r,t
fflelcfo^q evodK eifT , ra» i ooic jil.t to d3ri»~a» oitio^c.
Ctf feeders ea x** alaeisoXa oltlceqe ©*xoje 8^1 oj aaoLuai
Tf»toM32
,
xi£ ©Itrcoii: to i^tXa ©dl -!2ft4fieoaj oj <X) i8*oXXot
jfcad io &oo2§ RX eXe*roo' vrfw aeea»B 9tU 9 " ofr f aIdl*eoq ae
no eroLiaolxuriMoo xm-o-vJ to slostte ©do oJs«Xi»va ol l«i)
^SBiffirxyai e-«8Kx©,iq od d) l>a.> qaoij on* leuolvilul
srfl roqju fcssdrf t fy?jx fiejfoo Lai eX 979dJ rfol/vv i©t
findings from the study, in order to develop and sustain
better internal relationships, improved two-way comnuni-
cations, and generally higher morale.
II . METHODS
The methods of research used in this study are not
based upon a system of controlled experimentation. The
group under study lacked homogeneity, and it would have been
impossible to have controlled the types and volume of work,
size of work units, etc., sufficiently to have permitted the
valid measurement of all significant variables.
The methods adopted for this work developed mainly
from the writer’s approach to the subject as an employee of
the office and section studied. It was felt that some
advantage might be gained in a study of this nature through
normal participation as an "on-the-line" employee in the
daily activity of the organization.
Method one consisted of the chronological recording
by the writer of direct observations or other workaday
experiences which were thought to have relevance to the
morale of employees. Considered here were such factors as
significant informal conversations among employees, reflected
attitudes toward the work, attitudes and feelings concerning
superiors, reactions to certain personnel policies and
practices (efficiency ratings, reductions in force, transfers
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granting of leave, re-classifications , promotions, etc.),
and external influences (weather, economic conditions,
military status, health, etc.), and reactions to changed
procedures and other information communicated from higher
authority.
Method tivo consisted of an analysis and evaluation
of communications, from the standpoint of effects on morale.
An attempt was made to capture the varied reactions to
different types of communications at the time of conveyance
of information. This method, as the preceding one, was
applied over a particular period during the time the study
was conducted.
Method three was the more common procedure of
interviewing personnel at various levels. These interviews
were conducted mainly on an informal basis, designed to tap
the "grass root" feelings of personnel sufficiently to gain
insight into factors deemed of significance to the state of
morale or the communication process. Persons interviewed
included new employees, old employees who were leaving the
section through resignation or transfer, employees who had
been affected by various personnel actions or policies,
other rank-and-file employees, unit supervisors, section
chiefs, and representatives of management. This method was
utilized over the entire period that the study was in progress.
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III. BASIC PURPOSES
Many legislative leaders, government executives end
private citizens have in recent years concerned themselves
with the means for Improving governmental management and ad-
ministrations. Several broad studies and surveys have been
conducted, mainly at central office level In Washington.
Consideration of the particular needs and problems of the
federal field offices appear to have come about incidental
to the formulation of master plans applicable to the broad
administrations of the central offices. One objective here
was to conduct a 3tudy in human relations at field level,
where policies and procedures are carried into operation,
and where the government actually meets the people.
It is recognized that morale and communication have
long represented challenging problems, both in private enter-
prise and the public service. This study is not advanced as
a panacea to the major problems considered. It could be
expeoted that many questions will be left unresolved. The
value of basing the study upon very real experiences, however
should contribute something to the understanding of others.
It was the primary purpose to present a study of interest to
Central Office and Regional Office authorities of the agency
studied., and to persons in public relations who may be con-
cerned with the human relations aspects of government adminis
tration. The extent to which this objective is achieved will
govern the sucoess of the researoh endeavor.
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CHAPTER II
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
It was the conclusion of the writer that the state
of morale in the section under study was not good. Indi-
vidual productivity was not as good as it should have been.
There was a lack of interest and enthusiasm for the work,
only a fair degree of pride in work units, limited coopera-
tive team spirit, rather prevalent feelings of insecurity,
and attitudes of distrust among co-workers and between line
workers and some superiors.
For the purpose of this study, morale is regarded as
the emotional attitude of the individual toward his job, the
agency, management, and his fellow workers. High morale is
considered as being prerequisite for the development of
enthusiasm, cooperative teamwork, pride in accomplishment,
and the real desire to help achieve the objectives which
Justify the existence of the organization. The conclusions
drawn are, accordingly, based upon a consideration of morale
in its broad aspects, taking into account: (1) job satis-
faction (employee enthusiasm, typo and nature of work, etc.);
(2) relations between co-workers and between superiors and
subordinates; (3) supervisory and management practices;
(4) opportunities to advance, and employee development;
(5) feelings of security or insecurity; (6) attitudes toward
pay, hours, etc*; (7) the formal and informal communication
X| AFS VJM
amxtijjjmoo cm ewvqtPL
t'/: Ju dJ Si .it :_eX f 'LH o lOft.y oco® on t 3cm XX
/taX .fiocs* ton aow xt'UJ2 e&iw aoiJoca . i ojjfoom to
.n»€K ev • it b.Isodtt 01 u . wO® e® lor, . w Ij^&lv
t'lii *se>l jrr. BlaL'flufte f>fu. tfa©l©Jnt lc : - al t. a*v; oi&AJ
-e ffignoo XodXait ,c^inu :-;^ow nl o6 I*j»t -to *0*3*0 *iii t / ^Xxxo
V t^Xj&ot Smltvziq lexst-vs Hi ;?X ©vXX
©all coowXsd kat sittiicw-oo ^aom XanaXel jo To esJutfllji b££
aiolioqua raoa Ztiti &i$Uicr
aje >9lTB8«; ti. •>. toe ,x£tttfe ildw io weoq~oiq lAS id
aril ,tfot ejUi b'zavcoi LtublvJLbnl odS to ©tu.ilcfijt JUfloIXaJaO add
31 e LMiua A j/B ••'zertiow v ollol & id Irus ,J£L©i j^tru-r
.
% XAe.n4eiIqa.iopr t tll eLZiq tm jvsieod QftdatbqQco tm&iittuAia3
Ao'd*. f:»vXXo©tdo *d3 ovdIAob qleii oX ©nlaoA £00*1 .idl Jbn.3
scot iilofloo &r(T •aolJj&s tiugio ©iW to aoactslx^ ei»X xtlX^tit
•IftlC T -old* -X®/;;. ,.:OD aO'U J©t~0 . '4 £ fi.i/XOOCfr ,31 . •'.'*J*ll>
-elloa dot (I) :Xxnjo©oa oXal ifllafeX ,aXcaq 8 JB bBOid tSl ui
;(,o‘o ,;s 'iok to oiactofl tat ©cntl ,»*oXa£.^r.e eofalqia©) aoloooT
6 .1 .; r cX aqru 6r.« Jirafsow-o© noewlud fcr.clt Xgt (S)
jsoolXfioiq Srio t loolvto qua !3} ; ao Xbxi lint odd e
|XflforqoXav©6 ©^{oiqnis bna ,80/raTOB oX aoia InoXrccqqo (£)
Jta.iwoX . S v • ( 6 ) \\S hui>Q2‘.'
t
ic X' to a Ci)
sscS0BoltiasMo& lametn! t>.v LamioJ oriX (7) j*ole t srsuoA tx&q
process as it pertains to employee recognition, self-
expression end participation, and supervisory maimers
and attitudes in regard to the communication of infor-
mation; and (3) factors arising from sources external
to the office and agenoy.
Certain of the factors which affect the morale or
communications in a government office may be controlled
by management, 'while other factors are not subject to
direct agency oontrol. In recognition of this fact, the
findings and conclusions which follow are presented under
(1) factors affecting morale which are in the control of
management, and (2) factors which are not.
It will be noted that some emphasis is placed on
internal communications
,
in relation to morale. Though
a really close correlation between morale and communica-
tions could not be established by this research, the formal
and informal communication process was found to be of
significance to the morale of individual employees.
A. MORALS FACTORS IN THE CONTROL OF MANAGEMENT
The Work Itself—Job Satisfaction . There was not a
high degree of Job satisfaction among those in the section.
Even when the work output was reasonably good, there was little
real interest and enthusiasm or pride in accomplishment
i/See Appendix, entry of Sept. 11, p. 48.
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Most of the employees seemed to perform their duties In
a generally routine manner, developed through long oon-
Zf
ditionlng at the same job.”*
There were certain characteristics inherent in the
work which were considered of special significance to the
job satisfaction and enthusiasm of the employees in the
operational section studied* These factors are discussed
here as they relate to satisfactions in different sorts
of work, both clerioal and staff.
Staff work . The staff officers worked under
general supervision, each ith little supervisory responsi-
bility themselves, The work revolved mainly around the
procedures of making determinations of fact and law, the
making of authorizations for the payment of large amounts
of money, and the keeping of numerous records. The staff
officers were required to do a great deal of writing over
and above clerical assistance and the use of standard
forms. These conditions did not contribute to feelings
of occupational prestige. The majority of the staff
members of the section seemed to regard their work as being
of a semi-clerical nature. This became apparent from in-
formal comments made in discussions between staff members
of the same level. It was also indicated that several
1/See Appendix, entry of Sept. 14, Observations
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fait that they were capable of assuming greater responsi-
bilities than required in their jobs* These attitudes
seemed more prevalent among those who had held more
responsible positions, either in a military or civilian
capacity, prior to their employment with the agency*
Monotony was indicated as being of significance
3/
to the job satisfaction of the staff personnel* The work:
generally followed a routine pattern, only varying in
minor details in the handling of different types of
cases (work units)* The staff officers usually seemed
pleased when given special assignments of a type that
would permit a break in their normal work activity*
The pressure placed on individual staff officers
in connection with normal work activity was frequently
indicated as a primary source of dissatisfaction* The
slower workers often had difficulty in staying current in
their work, especially when the work volume was heavier
4/
than usual* But even those who were able to "keep up" in
their own work felt themselves to be under pressure most
of the time. The writer felt that this "pressure" atmo-
sphere, which most of the staff regarded as being a very
undesirable aspect of the work, developed out of a combi-
nation of work volume (at times heavy in relation to the
-i^See Appendix, entry of Sept. 19, Observations, p. 52.
4/lbid., Sept. 14, p. 50.

personnel)
,
work distribution, and management policies
as reflected through supervisory practices. The lack
of sound, well-defined work standards for the Individual
staff members was also considered of significance. Too
many of the staff workers lacked understanding, or were
confused, as to what was really expected of them indivi-
dually in their work performance.
The staff officers were at least in theory endowed
with authority to exercise individual initiative and judg-
ment in the making of determinations. Individual discretion
of this type was actually limited, however, through actions
of superiors in forcing their opinions on subordinates or
otherwise reversing decisions of the staff workers.*^
There was some tendency detected for certain staff members
to always try "to-give-the-boss-what-he-wants” in processing
the work. But it was not always possible to know with
reasonable certainty what course of action to follow in
order to have the approval of superiors. This sometimes
resulted in confusion, indecisiveness, or indifference.
Uncertainty of this type would tend to reduce Job satis-
faction.
Clerical work . The clerical employees of the
section were, for the most part, subject to more routine
&See Appendix, entry of Nov. 7, Observations, p. 66.
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work assignments than were the staff members* Most of
the work allowed only limited opportunity to exercise
individual judgment and initiative. The majority of
the clerical workers did only straight typing of standard
forms and correspondence. Others only coded information
applicable to IBM equipment; some only filed and dis-
tributed paper data; and several only operated spirit
6/duplicating ("ditto") machines. There were a few of
the clerical employees, however, who were given varied
work assignments* This was accomplished by using certain ones
to "fill in" where needed, due to absences or heavier than
usual work volume. Those who were permitted to have varied
assignments of this type seemed to derive greater satis-
faction from the work generally than did the ones who
worked continuously at the same job*
There were several characteristics of the clerical
jobs that compared favorably with the staff work* The
clerical workers could use machines to a much greater
extent, permitting the accomplishment of a given amount
of work in a comparatively shorter time than was possible
in most staff work* The work standards of the clerical
employees also seemed better defined than were the ones
to which staff members were subject. The clerical
^/see Appendix, entry of Oct. 16, Observations, p. 60.
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workers seemed to know more what what was expected of
them individually in their daily work performance than
did many of the staff offieers. The clerical employees
seemed to be less affected by conditions of pressure
than were the staff workers.
The matter of placement was of some significance
in connection with the clerical work of the section. Job
assignments in a number of cases were indicated to be out
1/
of balance with individual interests and abilities. Some
who had the training and background for secretarial work
were doing mostly straight typing, ethers who were hired
as typists were assigned (against their will) to operate
8/the duplicating machines# It is probable that these
dissatisfactions derived in part from weaknesses in the
selective process at the time of initial hiring of
employees, along with some cases of improper placement
after employment.
Relations Between Co-workers
.
The relations between
co-workers did not reflect open hostility in any particular
cases, but there was only a limited degree of team spirit
detected among the personnel of the section. Conditions
of free and unrestrained cooperation were not generally
prevalent.
>
i7s^rAppendix, entry of Oct# 16, Observations, p. 60
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There were underlying tendencies to individual
competitiveness, which were considered as having the
effect of partially placing in eclipse the mutual coopera-
tion needed for stronger conditions of teamwork. There
were several, of course, who showed willingness to
cooperatively assist any of their associates where
possible without apparent discrimination. But there
were others who seldom, if ever, voluntarily assisted
their co-workers, atill others were inclined to mutually
cooperate with some, but not all. There appeared to be
some correlation between the work relations of employees
9/
and their relations or mutual interests outside of work.
i?or example, those who had common military Interests, as
belonging to the same Organized Reserve or National Guard
components, were generally more closely associated at
w 10/work. The same was true for those who commonly partici-
pated in the same social activities outside of the worke
Several factors were detected in connection with
work situations which appeared to have some effect on
relationships between workers. The matter of location
was indicated to be of significance in this sense. There
were definite tendencies by some to direct their coopera-
tive efforts toward those whom they were located nearest
ii/hae Appendix, entry of Sept. 25, Observations,
l£/lbid., Oct. 9, Observations, p. 58.
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JS/
at work, Similarly, some of the typists and stenographers
showed reluctence to work for other staff officers than
the one3 with whom they had regularly been associated over
a period of timeT^
Two factors considered major barriers to stronger
relationships generally betY^sen the employees vere (1) the
efficiency rating system, which had the effect over a
period of time of placing employees in competition for
ratings, with almost inevitable dissension in some casesx
and (2) long emphasis placed upon volume output (pro-
duction) by management and lower administrative levels,
but with little being done to cultivate conditions of
oooperati/e effort as an approach to good production and
improved morale.
Daily production records were required of individual
workers. These records, maintained over a period of time,
had bean used as one of the main oriteria for determining
efficiency ratings. This conditioning to quantity output
was also apparent on occasions in communications trans-
mitted from higher authority. As a result t employees
felt that they had tc compete with their associates in
the amount of work handled or be placed in a position of
disfavor with their superiors.
The conditions discussed above produced several.
S7S^TAppendix, entry of Oct, 9, Observations, p. 58.
2^/lbid,
,
Sept, 15, Observations, p, 51.
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interesting effects in connection with the relations
between the sectional workers. The individual employees
showed special concern in the accomplishments of their
co-workers. These feelings were more pronounced in
certain cases than in others, at times shading off into
attitudes of distrust. The stronger feelings of distrust,
and expressions of criticism, were more often directed
against those who had the reputation of being fast and
13/
productive in their work. The informal expressions of
this type frequently took the form of allegations of
dishonest work reporting or the "padding" of weekly pro-
duction reports. Other criticisms of the fast workers
were that their work reflected a much higher ratio of
inaccuracies. A situation seemed to prevail, as recog-
nized in mass production industries, whereby it was not
altogether socially acceptable to excel. The consistently
slow workers came in for some criticisms of this nature,
however, usually from those who commonly handled greater
amounts of work. It was not too uncommon to hear such
comments among the staff workers as "they fool around
and get behind in their own work, and then expect someone
else to do it for them." These informal attitudes, of a
negativistic nature, also developed against those reputed
14/
to be "In" with the supervisors or management. It was
Wsee Appendix, entry of Oct. 18, Observations, p, 61.
2^/lbid., Sept. 7, Observations, p. 47.
i
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felt that the existence of such attitudes and conditions
had the effect of causing certain ones, especially the
staff members, to alter their activity or conduct in order
to conform to the feelings or expectations of co-workers
»
Some of the faster workers would at times actually limit
their work output to that which was more nearly "average"
for others doing the same work*
I
Relations Between Laployees And Immediate (Unit)
Supervisors . ihe relations existing between first-line
supervisors and subordinates were felt to sustain a better
state of morale than might have prevailed otherwise. While
such relations could be strengthened and supervisory prac-
tices at line level improved upon, most of the employees
seemed to respect and trust their immediate supervisors.
There were occasions when unit supervisors would be criti-
cized because of their actions, failures to act, ex*ficiency
ratings, etc., but such criticisms were comparatively
15/
minlaal.
There were no significant authoritarian practices
detected at unit level, except as possible reflections of
influence from higher authority. There was little moni-
toring of employees by the unit supervisors. They were
also reasonably considerate of employees concerning such
. 16/
things as the granting of leave, and similar mattersT"7
>) AS/3ee Appendix, entry of Oct. 5, Observations, p. 56.
JL£/lbi&.
,
Nov. 20, Communications, p. 68.
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Discussions of problems were encouraged by a comparatively
high degree of mutual understanding between employees and
supervisors. ost employees felt free to "talk: over"
17/
things with their first-line supervisors, and often did.
This helped to reduce the number of unexpressed dissatis-
factions, or concealed situations which could have more
seriously undermined morale and weakened relations.
Relations Between Line Personnel (Supervisory And
Non-Supervisory) And Management Representatives . The
relations between those at operational unit level and those
of the middle or top management levsls did net reflect
mutual understanding and respect, necessary for good morale
is/
and moat effeotive operations. There was a lack of the "we"
1 •
.
feeling between the organizational levels. The people at
the work level did not closely identify themselves with
management interests or problems. Uor was it indicated
that upper management had full understanding and apore-
ciation for the insistent, varied problems at the work level.
The attitudes of the line. workers toward management
at tires reflected outright resentment, susnicion, orw
. ^
skeptioism. These feelings were especially noticeable in
some of tha responses of line workers to information comm uni-
20/
cated from management.
STsies" Appendix, entry of Sept. 15,87, Observations, op. 51,54.
16/ Ibid., Sept. 19, Observations, p. 52.
17/ Ibid., 0ept. 1, Observations, p, 45.
cO/ Ibid., Nov. SO, Communications, p. 70.
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I Direct contacts between line personnel and. upper
management were infrequent, usually confined to general
18
meetings, special matters (reductions, individual transfers,
etc*), or to an occasional passing of the tims of day^T”
The associations between the line supervisors and higher
officials in the organization were little different from
the relations of non-supervisory personnel. The unit
supervisors participated very little in management activi-
ties, other than their contacts with the Section Chief,
This circumstance did not contribute to feelings of confi-
dence or to mutual understanding of common interests and
problems between levels.
The organizational structure, with its numerous
executive and supervisory levels, was significant to
internal relationships, Ihe fact that the top management
officials did not occupy the same office building with
some of the operational sections and divisions was also
Participation Of Employees In Management Activi-
ties, Though this factor is very cxosely related to the
preceding, one, it was considered of sufficient importance
to discuss separately.
The employees at operational level actually had little
ay
considered a barrier to closer relations.
£2/
pp. 51, £9,
22/infra, p, 26
entry of Sept. 15 and Nor. £4, Observations,
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"say” about the things concerning them in their work.
This was true in regard to changes, decisions, etc,,
emerging from Central Office sources, as well as those
23/
originating in the Regional Office. Changes were often
Imposed with no advance notice to either rank-and-file
employees or unit supervisors.
It is believed that the most significant effects
from the limitations on employee participation and joint
consultation were: (1) greater resistance by line workers
£4/
to administrative changes from above; (2) less under-
standing by those at line level of the broad problems of
management, in relation to the over-all objectives of the
agency and office; (3) restrictions on up-the-line communi-
cations, with management only having such information (not
always realistic) as is filtered through multiple supervisory
levels; and (4) a lack of feelings of esprit-de-corps and of
"belongingness," more likely to exist where employees are
permitted to share in matters of concern to them.
Two-Way Communications . The two-way system of
communication was another factor within the control of
agency authorities regarded aa being significantly related
to morale. The circulation of information through the formal
communication channels represented a complex process, due to
large numbers of employees, numerous supervisory levels, and
H75S7 Agpendix, entries of Sept. 11, 19, Communications,
pp. 4o, 32.
24/lbid.
,
Sept. 27, Communications, p. 54.
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P a great volume of communi oat ions in the regular work
activity. Informal communications were also of signifi-
cance in this study. The feelings and attitudes of
employees toward the work, toward co-workers, and toward
superiors were interwoven with the varied forms of communi-
cation within the particular office and agency.
The extent to which communications influenced morale
seemed to be governed mainly by (1) what was communicated;
(2) who did the "telling;" (3) how communications ?/ere
accomplished (manners, methods, etc.); and (4) timing of
communications in relation to other information (informal
or "grapevine"), circumstances or incidents.
ihat was communicated . The employees appeared to
be much more receptive, and to show a higher interest,
when communications had to do with (a) matters bearing
upon economic seourity (retention, reclassifications,
25/
etc.), and (b) matters that affected employees in work
26/
situations.
Communications from higher authorities having to do
with personnel matters often favored certain ones, while
unfavorable to others. This usually resulted in mixed
reactions, with higher or lower morale resulting, depending
25/See Appendix, entries of Oct. 27 and Nov, 20, Communi-
cations, pp. 63 and 68.
££/lbid.». Sept. 14, Communications, p, 50.
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27/
upon whether effects were favorable or unfavorable".”" Infor-
mation communicated which served to remove feelings of
wonderment, anxiety, or confusion was also shown to be
28/
significant to individual morale. There was less interest
in technical or procedural communications, and especially
the numerous written communications received from Central
29/
Office.
Who djd
i
the telling . Information communicated by the
immediate or unit supervisors fas considered the most effec-
tive for promoting better responses and a better understanding
30/
of objectives. In their contacts with their Lamediate super-
visors, the employees seemed more inclined to talk freely in
51/
expressing their own ideas or suggestions. This was true to
a less degree in the formal communications between the Section
Chief and the personnel of the section.
While information coming from immediate supervisors
seemed most generally effective, there was reason to think
that the employees occasionally liked to hear from their
superiors above sectional level. There were f8w occasions,
1
. i
'
g-, •
'
. * »
•*. «‘
*.
* •*. *1 Mb • ». ^ -,,v : 1 -I
however, in which higher representatives of management
directly contacted the group for the purpose of conveying
information.
iLZ/See Appendix, entry of Sept. 14, Communications, p. 50.
26/ibid.
.
Nov. 2, Communications, p. 65.
29/Ibid., 3ept. 7 and Oct. 6, pp. 47 and 57.
33/lbid., Nov. 20, Communications, p. 68.
51/ibid. . Sept. 27, Communications, p. 54.
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How communications were accomplished. The methods
of communication deemed the most generally effective *are
those requiring direct face-to-face contacts, rather than
the written media. The written material did have seme
advantage of permanence (i.e. for future reference, etc.)
over the strictly verbal communication. Tie Central Cffice
communications, however, were numerous, often long, detailed,
32 /
and frequently filled with technical jurgonT” This condition
did not stimulate interest, encourage careful reading, or
provide full comprehension of all information communicated.
Hence, the written media from Central Cffice ^uite often
resulted in staff conferences, held to clarify purposes,
. ,
55/
intent, or scope of information receivedT"”
Most of the up-the-line communications between the
sectional and management levels were in the form of reports.
These usually pertained to the type and volume of work pro-
cessed over a ^iven time, on the basis of individual employees
34/
operational units, and the entire seotion. There were very
few formal communications up from the work level in the form
of suggestions or ideas pertaining to work procedures, poli-
cies, or personnel matters. The "up" communications seen^d
to be affected more by stoppages at various levels than
was information (instructions, etc.) communicated from
higher authority to line level. This reflects the particular
M/3ee Appendix, entry of Sept. 7, Communications, p. 47.
33/ibid., Sept. 7,11, Communications, pp. 47
,
43 .
34/Supra, p. 14.
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organizational structure of the agency, which required the
"up” communications to pats through several supervisory
and administrative levels to reach upper management. For
example, a formal suggestion originating with a staff offi-
cer of an operational unit would normally clear through
the Unit supervisor, the Section Chief, and the office of
the Division Chief before reaching regional uunagc-ment.
The attitudes and manners of superiors in relation
to the communication of information up and down was of
25/
significance to morales There was a lack of receptivity
by some superiors to the voluntary expressions of ideas or
suggestions of subordinates. This was most apparent in the
staff conference*, general meetings, anc! employee-supervisory
contacts. There were instances in which employees felt that
they were given a kind of "brush off" while seeking further
36/
Information or offering suggestions or ideas. This gave
rise to attitudes of indifference on the part of some of
the subordinate workers in regard to the asking of questions
or making suggestions. Some of the employees who would have
been inclined to speak up more during the course of meetings
37/
or conferences, felt that it was best to remain silent“
Similarly, employees were deterred from submitting formal,
written suggestions for improvement. This circumstance
seemed to reflect underlying fears of negative reactions,
M/See Appendix, entry of Oct. 23, Communications, p. 62.
36/ibid.
,
Oct. 16
,
p. 61.
37/Ibid., Sept. 7, p. 47.
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embarrassment before fellow-workers, or possible reprisal
from superiors. The condition was not so noticeable within
the units, where the immediate supervisors were in charge,
as in the two-way communications between different levels*
There was less reluctance by the employees to freely express
themselves to their immediate supervisor*
Timing of communications * There were occasions when
official communications from management were preceded at
operational level by the informal or "grapevine” infor-
58/
motion* This was indicated to be due to delay by manage-
ment in conveying information, or to stoppages at divi-
sional, sectional, or unit supervisory levels. There was
a lack of coordination in the releasing of information in
the different divisions and sections* TThere the employees
of one division were officially provided certain informa-
tion, while those in other divisions were not, rumors
invariably developed and spread* This was the cause of
a certain amount of anxiety, aimless questions, and con-
fusion among the sectional workers, and occasional embar-
39/
rassment to line supervisorsT- The supervisors were sometimes
placed in position of not being able to answer questions of
subordinates for the reason that valid information had not
been made available*
MTsee" Appendix, entry of Kov. 2, Communications, p. 65*
32/lbid.
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Promotional Possibilities And Employee Development .
Some factors having relevance to morale assumed signifi-
cance because of their absence. The lack of a systematic
program for employee advancement and development was of
this category*
The prevalent attitude, especially among the staff
4
and lower supervisory personnel, was that there was vir-
tually no possibility for advancement to higher jobs in the
40/
particular office. There were also underlying feelings that
management had little real desire to train and otherwise
41/
equip employees to assume higher pcsitionsT”" whether this
was actually the case was doubtful. Regardless of the
causes, the existence of these attitudes did not contribute
to a healthy morale situation. Those who were possessed
of ambition, and who had qualities suitable for development,
were not motivated to exercise the full abilities of which
they were capable. The older employees, who had worked many
years with the government, and the women employees, seemed
less affected by this circumstance. There were several
who seemed contented to just maintain thsir present status.
But this was not true for the majority of the personnel,
who wanted to feel that they had opportunity to advance
on merit.
i£/See Appendix, entry of Nov. 24, Observations, p. 69.
41/Ibid.
,
Sept. 19, p. 52.
4
Physical Conditions Of ork . Vhile the physical
conditions of work were not considered major factors
affecting morale, they were indicated as causes of some
42/
dissatisfaction. The large number of people crowded into
a limited space, with very few private offices, did not
represent ideal work conditions. Hoora ventilation and
temperature was a probla . There was a considerable amount
of noise within the building, as well as on the outside.
The Division, of which the section studied was one
part, occupied a separate building from these occupied by
most of the other divisions and regional management. The
scattered locations of the various divisions did not con-
tribute to closely coordinated activities between the
different segments of the office having related functions.
This also affected the relationships between the organi-
zational levels, and the two-way communications.
II. MORALS FACTORS NOT IS TEL CONTROL OF MMAGRTENT
It should be noted that v/hile regional management,
or even Central Office officials, cannot directly control
all factors affecting morale, the recognition of such
factors may permit the constructive altering or tempering
of effects. Management policies and supervisory practices
can be adjusted to meet different circumstances affecting:
42/See Appendix, entry of Oct. 12, Observations, p. 59
42/Ibid.
,
Oct. 31, p. 64.
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morale, though the basic causes may be external to the
organization. Although Congress and the Civil Service
Commission are responsible for most of the governing laws
and regulations, agency authorities do have some latitude
in their application. Hence, some of the things which seem
outside the realm of agency control are actually within its
control to some extent. The factors discussed below should
be considered in this sense.
Personal Problems Of &aployeee Independent Of The
Job. Probably the factor of paramount significance under
this category was the military status of employees, or the
44/
status of someone in the immediate families of employees*
A number in the group were members of reserve components,
and had reason to feel that they might be called to active
duty. The uncertainty of not knowing what the future would
bring, and inability to plan with any assurance seemed to
45/
affect morale in some cases. Others were apprehensive for
the safety of members of their family who were already in
46/
active combat in KoreaT”
Financial problems were also of general concern to
the group, and especially the rising cost of living. Some
of the employees, however, seemed to be confronted with
M/see Appendix, entry of Sept. 5, Observations, p. 46.
45/Ibid.
46/Ibid. . entries of Sept. 7 and Nov. 2, pa. 47, 65.
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greater financial worries, due to the size of their family,
the ac uiring of new property, unexpected medical expenses,
or a combination of such factors.
Health factors were indicated as being of some
significance to individual morale. During the period
this study was conducted, several employees were con-
fronted with ailments, afflictions, or accidents of a
47/
nature that caused them concern. Some of these conditions
were chronic (stomach ulcsrs, arthritis, etc.), while other
types developed suddenly, requiring hospitalization and
surgery.
.aathex Conditions , fhe weather factor is possibly
of minor significance, us .compared with other factors
affecting morale. It was defintitely indicated, however,
that the day-to-day moods and reactions of the personnel
48/did fluxuate some according to weather conditions*^
Congressional Actions Affecting Personnel . The
broad laws and regulations governing the activities of
federal agencies are, of course, products of congressional
enactments, 2 any of the factors affecting the economic
security of employees, and job satisfaction, are also
contingent upon acts of Congress and the administrations
of the Civil Service Commission. This would include the
£27See Appendix, entry of Sept. 12, Observations, p. 49.
48/Ibid., entries of , ept. 25 and Oct. 16, pp. 55, 60.
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49/
hiring of personnel, wage schedules, hours, reductions-in-
force, j oh classifications, employee ratings, and the dis-
charge of undesirable employee*.
The uncertainties resulting from congressional
actions seemed a primary cause of feelings of inseeurityT
This was noticeable in regard to possible reductions in
personnel, especially on the part of the ones who felt that
they might be affected. The action of Congress in reducing
the operating budget of the agency, with resulting curtail-
ments of personnel, was always a possibility. Regardless
of justification otherwise, this circumstance did not
provide all the employees with the high degree of security
which the outside public seems to acoept as one of the main
values of federal employment.
/hile there was general satisfaction with the pay,
hours, and leave privileges, there was concern about the
50/
possibility of modifications of existing provisionsT"^
The employee rating system was another factor related
to morale which was subject to modification by Congress.
,4 change of this type actually developed during the course
of this study, and caused varied effects on the morale of
51/
many employe esT”^
M/see Appendix, entry of Sept. 1, Observations, p. 45
Oct. 2, Observations, p. 55.
5l/lbid.
,
Nov. 20, Communications
,
p, 68.
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The reclassification of positions ind grades also
resulted from congressional acts. Such a development came
52/
about during the time this stud,/ was being conducted,
• » aB ! Q£H0 dlhCtiBSCd inThough agency authorities have in recent years
been given increased freedom in the hiring of personnel,
*, * k. > i- i'i, A
^
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such actions are subject to standards set by Congress and
the Civil Service Commission* The same is true in regard
to the discharge of employees for reasons other than normal
reduction-in-force. In the latter instance, supervisors
or other officials are reluctuant to Instigate action for
the removal of personnel known to be incompetent, due to
the involved procedure that must be followed. while this
condition offers a oertain amount of security to employees,
* {
;
.
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it has a pronounced disadvantage in th t agency management
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finds it extremely difficult to rid Itself of personnel
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found to be unsuitable. The almost inevitable result is
th it there will be a certain amount of "dead wood" main-
a i '• - A 4 #• i fM. j . > fc , , ^ > 4 ^ m «. . . •
tained on the personnel roles. This was the case in the
office studied.
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CHAPTER III
RkCO&'MKNDATIGNS
The findings and conclusions discussed in the pre-
ceding chapter point to a need for improvement in morale
conditions and the internal communications of the organi-
zation studied. It was also established that some of the
factors affecting morale were not subject to complete con-
trol by agency authorities. But there are other elements
related to morale which Central Office and regional manage-
ment can influence through their administrations, polioiee,
and practices. It Is the latter category with which this
chapter deals primarily, with emphasis on possible means
of improvement at field office level.
It should be reiterated that the recommendations
given here do not represent a panacea to the basic problems
considered. There is reason to believe, however, th^t the
effective application of the suggestions which follow would
result in some improvement in morale and communications.
Any improvement would likely be reflected to the public as
better services, which is the main objective of management.
Recommendation 1 . A management and supervisory
training program designed to (1) provide understanding and
appreciation of the basic human elements Involved in sound
leadership practices, (2) foster better understanding of
the principles, processes and purposes of communication
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both within groups end. between groups, and ( 5 ) enable a
better mutual understanding between management and super-
visors or common problems, interests, and objectives. This
presupposes that management itself must take the lead in
promoting any program of executive and supervisory develop-
ment. a basis for such training might be the personnel
manuals, supervisory guide manuals, and similar material
obtainable from Central Office sources. Opportunity should
be allowed, of course, for disoussion of specific problems
which the individual participants have experienced.
A training program of this tyoe should be conducted
systematically and continuously. It should include all
supervisory levels. The ultimate results should be improve-
ment in supervisory and leadership practices, and a strengthe-
ning of the relationships between organisational levels.
Recommendation 2 . Provision for the development of
employees and a sound promotional program. Insofar as
possible, management should constantly strive to discover
undeveloped capacities of employees and allow opportunity for
development. Certainly the employees with special ability
should be provided the opportunity to further develop and
exercise that ability. There should be more emphasis on
the training of employees to assume greater responsibilities.
Such training would be a stimulus to morale, even though
promotion may not be assured in every case.
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Along with any program of management to develop
employees 3 and as a part of such a program, there should
he a well-operating promotion system. The lack of such
a system, or its relative ineffectiveness as applied, was
1/
a significant factor affecting the morale of the group.
If the necessary plans for the setting up and
operation of an effective promotion program are not obtain-
able from agency sources, they may be acquired from the
Civil Service Commission. Through its inspection service
the Commission would probably provide, on request, first-
hand assistance in the setting up of a sound program, or
modification of any existing program. The main objective
here should be to provide field employees the opportunity
to advance to better jobs and oorrespondlingly higher pay-
on the baBis of qualifications.
Recommendation 3 . Allowance for increased partici-
2/pution of line employees In management activities . One
or two individuals or a small group should not be left to
make virtually all the decisions which will affect an
entire section or division. Yet, this practice was found
to be prevalent in the office with which this study dealt.
It is believed that the best means for bridging the
gap between the organizational levels would be for management
to open more of its conferences to representative personnel
A/Supra, p. £5.
2/3upra, pp. 13,19.
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of the operational segments. The first-hand knowledge of
the practical aspects of operations possessed by the imme-
diate supervisors could certainly be utilized to an ad-
vantage. Similarly, others from among the rank-and-file
workers could, if given the opportunity, contribute techni-
cally and humanly to improved mutual understanding.
Management could effectively supplement its present
coordination and planning functions, and related activities,
with a coramittee or board representative of the different
sections, divisions and organizational levels. This commit-
tee should concern itself with the discovery cf significant
problems (operational and personnel) arising out of the
day-to-day activities at line level, the analysis of such
problems as are detected, and recommendations to management
for possible solutions. It could meet at regular intervals,
or more often if special developments warranted. Membership
on the committee should be alternated to allow for the
participation of more employees. This would not only
permit employees to have a greater share in management
matters, but should result ultimately in better coordination,
and generally more effective operations.
Recommendation 4 . The elimination of sane of the
supervisory levels . This recommendation is advanced as
another possible step that would help to bring the upper
and lower levels of the organisation closer together, and

5/
to improve communications.
It is believed that a careful on-the-spot inspection
by officials of the Coordination and Planning Division of
Central Office ould establish the need for such an accom-
plishment. The particular positions to be abolished cr
merged could also be arrived at through a survey of this type.
A decrease in supervisory levels could be brought about
lUUy through a merger of some of the units and sections.
This would be possible since several of the operational seg-
ments have closely related functions, and in some cases the
activities are overlapping. Several of the Assistant Chief
positions at sectional and uivisionai level could be abol-
ished without adverse effects on operations. his would
probably place more work on the chiefs of the sections and
divisions, but nob to an extent that would prevent their
effective handling of normal responsibilities. Lower super-
visors could be used as wActing Chiefs" of sections or
divisions when necessary.
Recommendation 5 . lore suitable office space . The
different operational branches of the Regional Office should
be brought together in one office building. This should
provide a higher degree of unity, better inter-sectional and
inter-divisional coordination, and improved services to the
public. It would also help to improve relationships by
J^Supra, pp. 18-19
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removing one of the presently existing barriers to more
effective two-way coauiiunication; T
Recommendation 5 * Modification of existing poli-
cies » practices, and procedures so as to create greater
job interest and employee motivation* A first step toward
the achievement of the above would be to provide better
standards of individual and group performance* i certain
f! ,JS4 . fit? V' ft ‘ . Vt) jr ’ . 41 4. 'tA.* . kv' ..1 %. - •*
amount of individual frustration in the organizational
units arose from a lack of understanding of over-all objec-
tives in relation to unit activities* Too many employees
were left with feelings of uncertainty as to what their
superiors really expected t>f them* Both management and
Vf.
:
‘ b ;*.? r#5 rout!no jc-b.» . t w< ul d i $ "
line supervisors should strive to establish and maintain
reasonable standards, and to keep individual employees
informed as to what constitutes a good d-*ys work as far
as they are concerned* The personnel should also bo pro-
vided more uniform concepts of the over-all objectives of
.
the organization* All activities should be related to the
achievement of specific objectives*
There should be more allowance for the exercise of
initiative and originality by individual employees in the
work performance. Increased authority should be delegated
from higher-up, to the extent that line supervisors and
staff officers would be trusted to make more of the deci-
sions inherent in the work. There is little need to
4/Supra, p. 26*
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recruit personnel for responsible work, pro /ids them with
title and grade, and then not allow them real authority
to act. Too many decisions were made for the personnel in
the operational units and enforced on them.
The practice of varying work assignments could be
used to a greater extent, as a means of stimulating job
interest and enthusiasm. This couia be applied more in
connection with the clerical jobs than the staff work*
Due to the varied types of clerical auties required, there
are ample possibilities for the rotation of personnel in
job assignments within the sections, ibis would allow
increased variety in the work of those *ho woulc otherwise
be subject to a continuously routine job. It would also
make the working force generally more flexible, which is
always an advantage due to absences, resignations, and
similar developments.
Staff officers could be given more special assign-
ments appropriate to individual abilities and interests.
It would be possible to develop coordinators within the
units and divisions who could pursue a continuing review
of procedures. A system of this type would not only help
morale, but would make employees more on the alert to help
management make the work more interesting or to eliminate
cumbersome and costly procedures. Such a plan could be
carried out as a supplement to other coordination and
planning activities.
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Thera was indicated need for increased recognition
of individual employees by superiors, of a type that would
3erv3 as incentive to greater effort, and also help to
create feelings of belonging and security* There were
few instances where individual employees were made to
feel "special,” although held accountable for their mis-
takes on an individual basis. The supervisors and manage-
ment could, and should, do more to make capable employees
feel that their efforts are recognized and appreciated.
This is es jeciaily important due to the present system of
employee rating, which offers little opportunity for
5/differentiating recognition of all the personnelT'
Kecormendation 7 . Improvement in cert .in of the
activities and functions of the Personnel Division of
the Kegicnal Office . It is believed that the personnel
work or the office could be constructively improved by
periodic personnel audits to (1) survey the policies and
practice., actually being applied in the various organiza-
tional segments, and (2) determine the effectiveness of
such policies and practices in relation to job satisfac-
tion, and the attitudes of employees toward their co-workers
supervisors, and management. Surveys of this kind could be
accomplished by representatives of the Personnel Division,
with the cooperation and assistance of other management
—
'
f Appendix, ent:”y of 7ov. 20, Communications, p. 68.
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representatives and supervisors. Carefully devised question-
naires could be utilized for deriving significant information
(orally and written) from both supervisory and non-super-
visory personnel*
Existing conditions pointed to a need for improvement
in the hiring and placement functions of the Personnel Divi-
sion. This is important to a federal office, due to the
fact that it is not always easy to “fire" incompetent
6/
employees once they accepted in the organization. Ability
to perform the technical aspects required in jobs can be
reasonably established by usual Civil Service testing
methods. These methods are not too effective, however, for
disclosing the mental attitudes and interests of persons to
be employed. Special effort should be made during the
course of the preliminary employment interviews to deter-
mine the underlying attitudes of prospective employees,
a2 well as their interests, expectations, and capabilities.
Greater selectivity of this type should result in fewer
cases of dissatisfied or non-productive employees. Those
responsible for final selection of new employees should
constantly analyze their techniques (interviewing, etc.)
for the purpose of remedying any defects.
Follow-up interviews could be used to a much greater
Supra, p. 30.
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extent, as a supplement to the employment interviews.
This would better enable the detection of significant
reactions, after an employee is brought in contact with
his particular work, and work envioriLuent. ft should
also make new personnel appreciative of the interest
shown them, and inspire confidence.
Recommendation 8. Specific improvements in the
two-way co ! muni cation process * The effective application
of the preceding recommendations should do much to strengthen
the communication system of the regional office. There were
some specific needs in connection with the internal communi-
cations, however, regarded as being sufficiently important
to consider here. These suggestions are listed according
to their applicability to either the up-ths-line or down-
• the-line communications of the organization.
Improvement of communications up by :
(1) Genuine effort by management and supervisors
to encourage the flow of suggestions, criti-
cisms, and ideas upward. In the group meet-
ings and staff conferences, employees should
be invited to express their ideas and sugf es-
tions. Where written communications are the
basis for "discussion’ ; meetings, the regu-
lations or procedures should not bs merely
read and explained in a manner that implies
Q*
.
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the employees are not capable of reading and
7/
understanding the material th&mselvesir There
should be more full, frank discussions, in
which all are given opportunity to partici-
pate on an equal basis.
(2) Willingness on the part of management repre-
sentatives to acknowledge and act on sugges-
tions. Greater interest should be shown by
supervisors and management in attempting to
use employees* ideas or suggestions. If
ideas or suggestions are not suitable for
adoption, those expressing them should be
provided full understanding as to the reasons
why. Certainly, supervisors and management
should show sincere receptivity to sugges-
tions offered, though the suggestions may
not be feasible.
'
Improvement of communications down by ;
(1) 4. more careful selection of material to be
communicated, and the elimination of non-
essentials. Much of the written material
coming to the operational units is either
superfluous or useless. This was especially
2/see Appendix, entry of Sept. 7, Communications, p. 47.
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true in regard to the Central Office communi-
cations pertaining to regulations and proce-
dures. The latter would often flow downward
in the form of advance teletype instructions,
correspondence, and final regulations (all
pertaining to the same general subject).
(2) Inclusion of sufficient background infor-
mation to assure that subordinates will be
fully informed. The basic purposes or "why"
back of communications should be given.
8/
(3) The proper timing of information released.
Information of general interest should be
released so that personnel of the different
sections and divisions receive it at about
the same time. The supervisors should be
given significant information in advance of
their subordinates. Where changes are in-
volved, advance knowledge should be given
through official sources, rather than im-
posing changes without warning.
(4) Improved methods of presentation from the
standpoint of simplicity, clarity and tone.
The format and language of the written
communications, and particularly those from
•
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Central Office, too often did not invite
9/
reading and provide for clear understanding*
It would be an improvement to get rid of
muck of tke technical jargon, so common 5n
this type of communication* The increased
use of specially trained writers at Central
Office should contribute much to central-
field communications* In any event, there
should be ample "screening” facilities to assure
that communications going to field offices
would be understood as intended by the source
of origin in f.ashington*
VSupra, pp* 21-22 *
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APPENDIX
CHRONOLOGICAL RECORDING OF VARIED OBSERVATIONS
.AND COMHUNICATIONS RELATED TC MORALE
The information noted under this appendix was
derived from direct observation or participation of the
writer in formal or informal work activity and related
situations* The record was maintained for a period of
several months* It is recognized that all incidents,
comments, and communications of relevance to morale oould
not be known and recorded. Due to the compactness of the
section, however, it was not too difficult to have know-
ledge of what was "going on" most of the time. The Sec-
tion occupied one entire floor of an office building,
with only three small offices for the Section Chief and
his assistant. There were about sixty-five employees in
the Section, including the Chief, Assistant Chief, and
three Unit Supervisors. Higher authorities included a
Division Chief, Regional Management, and the Central Office.
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Sept. 1, 1950
Observation:
Weather—fair; work: load—comparatively light; Friday,
the day before a holiday weekend.
a rumor was circulating that due to a prior act ct
Congress some of the personnel of the section would
be subject tc a future reclassification and down-
grading of their positions. There was obvious con-
cern shown by some, and little interest on the part
of others who felt that they would not be affected.
Heard two strong criticisms of the Personnel Divi-
sion concerning its selective process in the re-
cruiting of employees for a new branch of the agency*
Both parties were seeking a transfer. Both seemed
to feel that they had been unfairly discriminated
against, but did not know just how or why.
Military status of certain employees, and possible
calls into active service, was the main topic of
informal conversation. Was some joking between
employees on the subjsct, but there was very
definite ccnoern and apprehension shown by others.
Communications:
Section Chief called a meeting of the typists and
stenographers in his office for the purpose of
communicating the desire of management that more
attention be given to the care of equipment. A
training school was suggested, which brought a
negative response. General reaction was negative,
though there was probably little effect on morale.
A communication was received from the Personnel
Division informing employees of the policies per-
taining to reemployment rights of those called into
active military service. Was also stated that
employees entering service would be considered for
promotion, etc., as if they remained on the job.
Reaction: generally favorable for those concerned,
with skepticism as to consideration for promotion
while away in service. Feelings reflected some dis-
trust of management in the application of the policies.
Morale: On the whole, Individual morale was fair—though
low in individual oases. Little tension due to work
pressure. Vas obvious satisfaction because of the
holiday weekend.
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Sept. 1S5G
Observations:
Weather—cool; several absent; work volume still light.
Supervisors asked some of the ones present to assume
the work of those who were absent.
Heard three or four staff members express dissatis-
faction with the work distribution between personnel,
with indicated feelings being that the superiors
should take action to more equally distribute work
between individuals and between operational units.
One controversial discussion was noted between work
associates over procedures. The issue seemed to have
developed from varied interpretations of written and
oral instructions. Was finally settled by an opinion
from a unit supervisor.
The world situation and possible military calls were
the main topics of conversation. The state of un-
certainty, to which several of the group with mili-
tary status were subject, seemed to be causing some
apprehensivenes8. The husband of one of the clerical
employees had bean alerted for active duty as a reser-
vist; the son of another was in Korea.
Communications:
The only significant communication noted was in the
form of a letter received by a typist from the Sug-
gestion Committee telling her that a previously
submitted suggestion had been accepted. It was
indicated that she would receive a monetary award
of JlO.OO, and her suggestion given local applica-
tion in the regional office system, and referred
to Central Office for further consideration. This
probably served as a minor stimulus to the individual
morale of the one concerned.
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Sept, 7, 1950
Observations:
eather—cool; some increase in volume of work; plenty
to do without real pressure.
Heard one criticism of a typewriter, with the typist
claiming that she could not keep up with the work
.veil with the machine she had. She stated that she
asked for another machine several days previously,
with no result to date.
Significant topics of conversation centered around
the Korean war and rising prices. There seemed to
be general concern over increased prices, but certain
ones snowed more concern over military developments
than did others.
Heard one staff officer criticizing another staff
member because of the alleged efforts of the latter
to gain special attention from his superiors.
Communications
:
A new procedural ’instruction from Central Office
was the basis for a one and one-half hour meeting
of staff officers in the office of the Section Chief.
The particular communication was read and the inter-
pretations of the supervisors imparted to the group.
Not many questions were asked and few voluntary
comments made during the meeting. Section Chief
also pointed out that work volume was beginning to
increase; that everyone should watch the "little
things" f.s starting to work and quitting exactly
on time, etc. Reactions: that the meeting was far
too long for what needed to be accomplished; that
it was better to keep quiet in such meetings, rather
than risk unfavorable response from superiors. The
effect on morale was probably negative.
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Sept* 11, 1950
Observations:
Weather—oloudy, cool; considerable increase in the
amount of incoming work; only a few were absent*
One employee left voluntarily for military duty,
vaoating a clerical position* There was some
concern among the other clerioal workers as to
who, if anyone, would be selected to fill the
vacated position*
Communications:
A long, detailed instruction was received from
Central Office, and was followed by unit meetings
concerning the changes it involved. Feelings of
both the supervisors and staff were that the new
procedures were unnecessary* The underlying pur-
poses were not set out in the basic communication*
If morale was affected, it derived from the group
bein^r in position of having to comply with "orders*
from higher authority which did not seem basically
sound for field application.
Morale: There seemed to be some feelings of tenseness,
probably due to the much heavier volume of work*
Some of the staff employees were finding it diffi-
cult to stay current in the work they were assigned
to handle* Individual production was reasonably
good, though little enthusiasm was apparent.
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Sept. 1£, 1950
Observations:
feather—rainy; work load—heavy for all.
There was farther speculation among several as to
who would be selected to fill the job vacated by
the employee who entered military service. The
matter was of interest to sever 1, since it would
represent an advancement for them. Informal comments
reflected some feelings of skepticism and doubt that
fair and impartial consideration would be given by
higher authorities in the filling of the position.
Several employees who were starting to leave one or
two minutes before the regular quitting time were
stopped by the Section Chief. The reactions of
those concerned appeared to be outwardly unaffected,
but it is believed that they were inwardly harboring
embarrassment and resentment.
Two or three were bothered with sinusitis and arth-
ritis, with their conditions being made worse by
the bad weather. The moods and attitudes of those
so afflicted were believed to undergo some changes
as a result of the weather. This was indicated as
being true for the entire group, to same extent.
Communications:
No significant communications noted.
Morale: On the whole, individual morale was fair; low
in several cases.
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Sept. 14, 1950
Observations:
leather—continued rainy; work volume—heavy.
One staff worker resigned to aooept a job with a
private concern. He indicated that be was very
pleased over tbe development, even though his
earnings would be less at tbe beginning; con-
sidered that he arould have more secure employment,
and a much better opportunity to advance according
to his ability.
several employees were considerably behind, though
the over-all production seemed reasonably good.
There was little real work enthusiasm or other
indications of Job satisfaction. The personnel
seemed to be merely following a routine pattern in
the work performance to which they had long been
accustomed.
Communications
:
One of the operational units had a meeting for the
purpose of allowing the supervisor opportunity to
explain a changed system of work allocation. Written
instructions were also distributed during the course
of the meeting. General feelings seemed to be that
the new system would provide more e ual distribution
of the work. This was significant, since there had
been feelings among several of the employees that
certain ones were not handling their share of the
work, or were being favored as to the amount of
work assigned them.
The Section Chief called a meeting of the typists,
clerks, and stenographers to inform them of a new
plan for blanket job descriptions for each job
classification, as opposed to the past policy of
having each employee write his own description.
There were mixed reactions—some favoring the plan,
while others did not. Strong criticisms were
voiced by one or two who contended that the plan
was unfair since certain ones with the same classi-
fication actually do different types of work.
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Sept. 15, 1950
Observations:
leather—cloudy, with some rain; work volume heavy.
Heard one pronounced criticism (informal) of the
efficiency rating system as administered in the
section. v»Tas alleged that some employees who
were given higher ratings did not deserve them.
Different ones were observed talking with the
unit supervisors during the day. The line super*
visors were seen talking with the Section Chief,
both individually and in groups, several times.
There were no known contacts between the line
personnel and authorities above line level.
Communications:
A written communication from Central Office was
circulated, which allowed added credit toward job
retention for these who could establish that they
had National Guard or Organized Reserve time prior
to their federal employment. This brought favorable
reactions from several who would acquire added job
retention points, making their position more secure.
Others, however, either remained unaffected (female
employees, etc.), or were faced with the prospect
of being lowered on the list due to some moving
ahead of them. There were mixed reactions and morale
effects.
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$ept. 19, 1950
Observations;
«*eather—cloudy, warm; a number were absent l both sick
and annnual leave)
; work volume—continued heavy.
3everal in the group became more concerned over
possible calls to military service as a result of
news articles indicating that future calls for
reserve officers and enlisted men would be in-
creased. Some thought that they would be affected,
but the majority of those concerned seemed to be
in a position of not knowing.
Heard one informal discussion revolving around the
routine nature of the work, with limited opportunity
to assume the initiative. Remarks reflected some
feelings that those in authority did not want to
share any of their responsibilities with their sub-
ordinates, but v<rlshed to keep those under them
clothed with limited responsibility and authority.
Some were having difficulty in staying up in their
acrk. Those in one of the units were much busier
due to the heavier flow of work to the particular
unit. The amount of work going to each unit seemed
out of balance. As a result, some employees were
under less pressure In their work than were others.
Communications
:
Unit meetings were called in regard to changes in
procedures (matter of local policy) • Feelings were
that the change might help to stand..rdize w*ork
somewhat, but would consume more man hours. Reaction
was not favorable. General attitude seemed to be
"if they want it, that is what we will do." Under-
lying views seemed to reflect a kind of indifference,
developing from the feelings that what was to be done
had already bean decided by higher authorities, and
that there was nothing to do but "fall in line."
Communications of this type, received without advance
warning, and to which the group was not favorably
disposed, appear to affect morale adversely.
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3ept. 25, 1950
Observations:
Weather—fair, worm; work volume—heavy for all,
A grapevine rumor was circulating that those with
a military status (subject to oall) ware being
discriminated against in the filling of position
vacancies or new positions. Phis seemed to have
developed from an occurrence in another division
of the regional office. Reactions were unfavorable
among those having knowledge of the matter, and
especially the one3 who were members of military
reserve components. Nothing authenic could be
obtained,
A new clerical employee (man) was assigned to the
section. The new employee seamed happy that he
had been hired; expressed the view that his earnings
and hours of work would be better than he could have
found elsewhere.
Special attention was given by the writer to the
informal associations among the employees of the
group. Those with common military interests and
affiliations seemed more closely allied together
at work. The same held true for the ones who
were known to associate together in outside social
activities.
.viiile there was still some tenseness due to the
volume of work, the employees seemed in better
spirit than during the past several days. The
better weather conditions were thought responsi-
ble for less moodiness than had prevailed.
Communications:
No significant communications noted.
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Sept. £ 7
,
1950
Observations;
• eather—cloudy; work—still heavy; several absent.
One employee having difficulty in getting leave
approved by nis superiors was displeased. He
claimed that others had been given leave; that
he had asked for the leave well in advance for
the particular time. Elame seemed to be directed
at the section Chief.
While production was generally good, there were
several who were unable to keep current in the
amount of incoming work they were expeoted to
handle, oome of the faster employees would help
others, while seme would catch up their own
assigned work and then remain idle. The ones
receiving assistance were not always the ones who
seemed to need help the most. This probably
reflected the informal relationships, which
prompted some to help certain of their closer
associates rather than direct their cooperative
efforts indiscriminately.
-?ork performance was
routine, with little enthusiasm shown. The only
feelings of satisfaction seemed to come from
getting taught up.”
Several were observed talking with the unit super-
visors during the day, and one or two of the line
employees were observed in the office of the Sec-
tion Chief (purposes unknown).
Communications
:
A unit meeting was held between supervisors and
staff officers for the purpose of conveying to
personnel concerned new procedural changes^that
regional management wanted put into operation.
The group was attentive, asked several questions,
and offered a few voluntary expressions of ideas
during the meeting. Some of the informal comments
made after the meeting indicated both approval and
disapproval of the changes. The reactions generally
reflected indifference that had grown from past
experiences of the line personnel in being con-
fronted with changes from above over which they had
little or no control.
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Oct. 2, 1950
Observations:
eather—cloudy; work volume less than during prior
weeks; several were on sick leave,
An employee who bad previously been told that his
request for leave oould not be approved (dept,
27th) learned from his immediate supervisor that
he would be permitted to take leave at the time
desired. The individual reaction to this was that
of satisfaction.
Two female employees (members of the WA.C Reserve)
received notice to report for physical , examinations,
preliminary to entering military service. Neither
of the two wanted to go back in service, and the
morale of both was obviously affected by the devel-
opment.
Rumors were circulating that there was to be a change
in the annual leave provisions, requiring employees
to use more of their accumulated leave. This caused
concern to most cf the group. No authenic confir-
mation could be provided.
Heard a discussion of several staff members con-
cerning the prospeots for their continued employment
with the agency. Feelings were that there would be
a gradual curtailment cf the personnel of the section
over a period of several years; that those who oould
do sc should obtain more secure employment elsewhere,
rather than ”hang on" under suoh circumstances.
Communications
:
No significant formal communi cations noted.
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Oct, 5, 1950
Observations:
Heather—fair, cool; volume of work still decreasing;
entire force seemed to be present.
Heard comments among several staff members in regard
to improper allocation of clerical workers, allowing
a certain advantage to soma staff officers over the
others. In the informal conversations, the blame
for this condition was placed on the supervisors
and the Section Chief.
Numerous employees were noticed talking with the
unit supervisors (informally). The unit supervisors
were in contact with the Section Chief several times
during the day. The Division Chief also conferred
with the section Chief on one occasion. Only a few
staff officers were seen talking to the Section
Chief, usually in connection with technical pro-
cedures, mistakes of fact or judgment, or similar
matters. There seemed to be a reluctance to volun-
tarily approach superior authorities above immediate
supervisory level.
Communications:
The employee who received notice last month(Sept. 5)
that she was to receive a monetary award for her
suggestion, received another letter from the local
chairman of the Employee Suggestion Committee inform-
ing her that she could not be given tht award because
Central Office had not accepted the suggestion. This
had a demoralizing affect on the one directly con-
cerned, because she had been led to think that she
would receive a small award due to local adoption of
her suggestion. Other associates who had knowledge
of this development v;ere probably affected some in
respect to feelings of confidence toward higher
officials in regional management.
lorale: The state of individual morale seemed improved
over the previous month, but still was not "good."
There was a little more of a jovial atmosphere,
with less tenseness due to reduced work pressure.
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Oot. 6, 1950
Observations:
Weather—fair; work load—light; nearly all were present.
One staff member previously alerted for active mili-
tary duty was granted a discharge because of his
dependency status. This served to boost the morale
of the individual concerned. The two female employees
who had taken physioal exams earlier expressed the
opinion that they would soon be ordered to active duty.
Others were concerned in regard to their military
status. Certain ones indicated they did not mind
going back in service, while others definitely did
not want to return to active military service.
Heard through the "grapevine" that several clerical
positions were in the process of being re-classified
to lower grades. This caused much concern of a
number who had reason to feel that they might be
affected. Nothing official was made available.
The supervisors were unable to supply authenic in-
formation.
Communications
:
None noted, other than several written communications
from Central Office pertaining to regulations and
procedures. This type communication is usually too
common in the work routine to cause any particular
concern. They were read in a hurried manner and
passed on to others who had not seen them. There were
not enough copies to permit each employee concerned
to have a copy for his own use and future reference.
Morale: While there wt;8 not a high degree of enthusiasm,
most of the employees seemed relaxed, with a kind of
up-lift of spirit that comes with the "end-of-the-
work-week" feeling.
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Oct* 9, 1950
Observations:
Weather*—fair and oool; work load—heavy in one unit,
and light in the others*
One unit was called upon to help another in the
handling of its worK. Was some resentment among
those oalled upon tc render assistance* ; uch
remarks were heard as "I don*t see why we should
have to do their work for them*”
A further observation was made concerning the
informal relationships between work associates*
There appeared to be some tendency for those asso-
ciated in some way outside of the work (social,
military, etc*) to be more mutually cooperative
at work* Another factor that seemed of signifi-
cance was the physioal location of workers* Those
working near each other were inclined to direct
their cooperative efforts to immediate associates,
rather than outward to others further removed from
their work proximity* Similarly, some of the
typists display varying degrees of reluctance to
work for other staff officers than those with whom
they have been associated over a period of time*
Where supervisors have had to shift personnel in
work assignments, they have been observed on occas-
ions to meet resistance, with worker dissatisfaction
and resentment resulting*
Communications
:
Several members among the clerical personnel received
letters from the Personnel Division notifying them
that their positions were being reduced to lower
grades. This meant a loss of pay in most oases.
Seemed to have a definite influence upon the morale
of those directly concerned and others who felt
that they might be so affected in the future*
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Oct. 12, 1950
Observations;
«.eather—clear and cool; amount of work seemed on the
increase.
....
An informal discussion with one person who had been
affected bj the down-grading of her oosition dis-
closed strong dissatisfaction with the personnel
action in her case. It seems that she had been
led to believe by higher authorities that she
would be plaoed in another position that would
have permitted her to hold the higher grade. Blame
and criticisms were directed at above-the-line
authorities -nd certain ones in the Personnel
Division of the Regional Office. This person in-
dicated that she had been "kicked around" all she
intended to be, and was going to seek other employ-
ment.
Heard one or two comments during the day concerning
the laok of fresh air in the office. Those working
near windows, however, complained of getting cold
if the windows were raised. There were some com-
plaints to the supervisors.
Communications:
A general section meeting was called by the Section
Chief to inform the group about the annual Community
Chest drive. Cne person (non-supervisory) was desig-
nated as section representative. This person briefly
explained the purpose and nature of the drive. Most
of the employees seemed fairly responsive, though
one or two commented to the effect that they could
not give much.
Unit meetings were held at the request of higher
authority to inform those concerned of a new system
of filing that was to be given application. It was
stated that several cases of erroneous filing of
data had been deteoted recently. Little interest
was shown.
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Oct* 16, 1950
Observations:
Weather—cloudy, cool; work volume—heavier; several
were absent (mainly on sick leave).
Was rumored that a new efficiency rating system was
going to be imposed which would provide for "blanket"
ratings for most employees. There were mixed reactions.
Some thought that they would lose as to job retention;
others felt that it would cause more cooperation and
less resentment between workers.
Talked informally with a group of women employees
who operated duplicating machines, sorted, and distri-
buted most of the paper work for the section. This
work seemed to represent the most routine of any
assigned functions. It had other undesirable features
in that it was "messy," requiring work with carbon
which could easily get on ones clothes or person.
The six or seven members of this unit expressed
virtual unanamous dislike of their work, Each felt
that the Job could best be handled by men. Each had
been hired as a typist. Two or three mentioned that
they had asked for transfers to a different type of
work but had not been permitted to change.
Communi oat 1ons
:
No significant formal communications noted.
Morale: Morale seemed to be at a lower level, possibly
due to the time of the week (Monday), the weather,
and a little more work pressure.
>
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Observations:
Veather—cold, damp; some decrease in work volume.
Borne employees ivere completely current in their
work, while others were not. Some would help
others, and certain ones would sit and do nothing
after catching up their own work, in preference to
helping those who were behind. There were indicated
feelings of resentment between the consistently slow
workers and the consistently fast workers. Informal
criticisms were more often directed at the fast
workers, usually in the form of charges of in-
accuracies in work performance.
Comments were noted which reflected dissatisfaction
with the noise and overcrowdedness in the section,
and with the rather close monitoring of employees
by the Section Chief.
Communications
:
A long meeting was held in the office of the Section
Chief for the purpose of discussing a new technical
instruction received from Central Office. Reaction
was that the meeting, was much too long for what
needed to be accomplished. One unfavorable incident
occurred when one of the staff officers made a sugges-
tion that brought a negative response (orally expressed)
from one of the superiors present. This caused the
staff offleer embarrassment, as he felt that he had
been *cu£ short" unnecessarily before the group.
Comments heard after the meeting were critical of
the manner in 'hich superiors reacted to the ideas
or questions of other personnel. The actual communi-
cation had little effect on morale, but the manner
in which it was presented probably adversely affected
the morale of at least some of the participants.
Morale: Individual morale was fair, considering all the
personnel, though low in individual cases.
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Oct. 23, 1950
Observations
:
leather-clear, but cold; work load—fairly heavy*
Two women employees received orders to report for
active military service in November.
One unit was called upon to help another to catch
up on its work load* There were comments reflecting
feelings that the one unit was "palming off" work
on the other.
Humors were circulating that there would soon be
new policies in regard to accumulated leave and
efficiency ratings. This seemed of considerable
interest to the group. The supervisors could not,
or did not, confirm or deny rumors by official
information.
Communications;
A meeting of the staff officers and supervisors was
oalled by the Section Chief* The group was told that
all major issues arising in connection with the work,
or questions of a controversial nature, would in the
future be called to the attention of supervisors
and/or higher authorities; that the decisions of the
superiors would govern in such cases. All were
warned against exercisin' too much individual dis-
cretion in making decisions. It was pointed out that
one member (no name mentioned, though most knew vho
was being referred to) had recently assumed too much
individual initiative in the orocessinp: of a parti-
cular oase. One or two attempted to express them-
selves or ask questions, but were told that it was
not the time or place to discuss the matter further,
teacticns were strictly negative. Feelings of re-
sentment were apparent, both because of *\hat was
communicated and the manner in which the information
was imparted.
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Got, 27, 1950
Observations:
leather—ole .or, warn; work volume light; several absent.
No significant incidents or comments noted.
Communications:
The ~ action Chief called the entire group together
for a follow-up meeting in connection with the Com-
munity Chest drive, ttas pointed out that the division
was short of its quota; that some had not made contri-
butions; that the management wa3 hopeful of having
100# contributions; and that any new or added contri-
butions vould be appreciated.
Unit meetings were held to clarify previous rumors
concerning a new annual leave policy. Information
had been received from Central Office, interpreted
by local management, and passed on to the various
divisions, sections, and units. General result was
a limitation on the amount of leave each employee
might accumulate over a given period. The group
was informed that management was going to follow
a liberal policy in regard to letting employees
take oxoess accumulated leave to prevent their
losing it. High interest was 3hown by the group,
and a number of questions were asked. Reaction
was favorable concerning the liberal policy of
allowing those with more than maximum lea.ve to
use it.
l
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Oct. 31, 1950
Observations;
'.Veuther—clear, much cooler; work light.
One female employee (stenographer) obtained a
transfer out of the section into another branch
of the Regional Office. This was a voluntary
transfer, iin informal talk with the party disclosed
that she thought the change advantageous because of
some increase in pay, better working conditions, and
more permanent employment.
Talked to two employees who said they had been called
in by the Section Chief, at the request of his super-
iors, and asked why they had not contributed to the
Communi ty Chest drive. This seemed to have an e.d-
verse effect on morale. Feelings of resentment
against "pressure" methods of management were apparent.
Humors were circulating that a new efficiency rating
system would be imposed about January 1, 1951; that a
new table of organization for the section had been
received, which might cause a reduction-in-force or
the transfer of some employees. The latter rumor
derived from information given officially to the
personnel of another division of the office. There
was high interest and concern shown in the above,
and especially by those who had reason to believe
they would be affected.
Heard several criticisms of the ventilation and room
temperature (too little fresh air, and too warm).
Communi cations ; v;
^
Ho official communications of significance noted.
Morale: On the whole, individual morale was fair; was a
minimum of tension, due to a comparatively light
volume of work.
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Nov. 2, 1950
Observations;
Weather—cold
;
work volume—light, though enough to keep
all with something to do; last work-day of week.
Heard one discussion of high prices and the increased
cost of living in the area. One staff officer com-
mented that he was going to be forced to obtain a
personal loan to pay unpaid debts.
Two of the women employees were definitely concerned
about the safety of their husbund and son, who were
in active combat in Korea. Morale in such circum-
stances was undoubtedly affected.
Communications
:
Section Chief called the entire group together to
Inform them that the new table of organization for
the section had been received; that there would be
little change in the existing organization; that
no reductlon-in-foroe would be neoessary. The
stated purpose of this meeting was to give true
information to prevent unfounded rumors (whioh
had already developed—Oct. 31st). This brought
a favorable reaction from most of the employees,
and particularly those who felt that they would be
subject to any reduction in personnel if such came
about.
Morale: Seemed a little better than it usually appeared
to be. Was less apprehension over possible loss of
jobs, etc., due to official information that there
would be no immediate reductions in personnel as
had been rumored earlier.
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Nov. 7, 1950
Observations:
Weather—cold, cloudy; work volume— just enough to keep
reasonably oocupied.
Heard one pronounced criticism of superiors because
of limitations placed upon staff members in the
making of decisions or judgments. It seemed that
the particular party had been overruled in a decision,
which he felt was proper. Ee had been compelled to
yield to a course of action with which he did not
agree, being left with an attitude of resentment.
The Korean fighting, possible calls into service,
and higher prices were still main topics of informal
conversation. Due to recent developments, those who
had husbands, friends, or relatives in Korea seemed
a little less apprehensive about the outcome of the
situation, though still reflecting deep concern.
Communi cat ions
:
Efficiency reports were distributed by unit super-
visors to several in the section. There were
mixed reactions, mostly indicating dissatisfactions.
One employee said "they keep implying that I do good
work, but won’t do anything about it when it comes
to ay efficiency rating." Others seemed to feel
that certain of their co-workers received higher
ratings than were deserved. Reactions generally
were not favorable to the rating system.
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Nov, 16, 1950
Observations:
Weather—cold, rain/; a number \?ere on leave; work load
increased considerably,
one employee had to be taken to the hospital for
emergency treatment, and operation, due to an un-
expected physical ailment.
Heard an accusation expressed by one employee that
several others in his unit were being "favored” in
work assignments. Implication was that supervisors
were lax in enforcing a fair distribution of the
work, The person expressing himself was at the
time confronted with a heavy volume of work.
Communications
:
No significant formal communications noted.
Morale: Fair, Production was reasonably good, but there
were feelings of tenseness along with pressure to
stay up. The personnel seemed a little more "on
edge" about things of a minor nature.
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Nov. £0, 1950
Observations:
weather—fair; work volume—little less than in pre-
vious week*
No significant comments or incidents noted*
Communications:
Unit meetings were held concerning official notice
of new oh&nges in employee ratings. Sach supervisor
explained the ne./ system, and distributed infor-
mational sheets pertaining to significant changes*
The group was told that about 95^ of all employees
of the Regional Office would receive the same
rating, the t of "satisfactory* " The new plan
did not favor those who at present held higher
ratings, in that they would lose retention points,
making them more subject to effects from reductions
in personnel* Ihe plan did generally favor those
who presently held lower ratings* Jome would be
lowered on the retention list, while ethers would
gain a more favorable status S3 to job retention*
Consequently, there were mixed reactions* The
most prevalent feelings were that the new plan
would not place individual workers under as much
pressure and strain through competition for effi-
ciency ratings as did the old system; and that
there would be less dissension between co-workers
and between employees and superiors* A very high
degree of interest was apparent* Numerous questions
were asked*
Employees were also told vhat all who had made
advance requests for annual leave before January
1, could take such leave according to requests
made. This obviously pleased those concerned.
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Nov, 24, 1950
Observations:
leather— oloudy, cool; da/ after Thanksgiving holiday;
a number were absent.
Heard a group discussion (informal) of staff offi-
cers in regard to the future outlook for their work.
General feelin-s were that the job would only last
a few more years for most, and less than that for
some; th.t opportunities for advancement or intra-
agency transfers to jobs of equal or higher grade
were practically nil.
There was an interchange of work between two units
in order that one unit, with less work, could help
the other. There was a little grumbling. Those
in different operating units seemed to want to do
only such work as was assigned their unit.
There wers a number of expressed dissatisfactions
with the room circulation and temperature. The
ones near the windows complained of being too cold
if the windows were opened; those in the center
areas of the office complained of a need for fresh
air. Supervisors tried to work a successful solu-
tion by periodically opening the .. inflows
,
but this
was still not satisfactory. Different employees
'
were accusing each other of being harm to please.
Numerous ones were observed talking with the unit
supervisors. One or two non-suporvicory staff
officers were observed talking, with the feet ion
Chief. None of the personnel (supervisory or
nen-supervisory) were observed in face-to-face
contact with higher authorities abo/e th^ opera-
tional level.
Communications;
No significant communications noted.
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Hoy. SO, 1950
Observations:
veather—oloudy; work lead-enough to keep all busy.
An informal discussion among staff officers brought
out views that the pay for most positions compared
favorably with that of private organizations in the
area; that the pay was good for the type of work
done; that the work lacked interest, and did not
provide opportunity to acquire the kind of experience
which most of the staff officers preferred. It was
brought out that certain cnee in ether sections and
divisions of the regional office could work inside
and outside part of the time, rather than spending
the full eight hours at a desk each day of work.
This only seemed of significance in that it points
to certain attitudes of relevance to morale. Cne
supervisor was present and participated in the dis-
cussion.
There was considerable concern over the trend of
developments in the Korean fighting. There were
still a number who felt that they night be called
Into active service, but did not know with certainty.
Communications:
A communication was received from the regional
manager concerning a new program for employee sug-
gestions. A meeting was held by esch unit, and the
new "Incentive Awards Program" was explained by the
unit supervisors. The plan seemed basically sound,
but the response was negligible, almost that of
sheer indifferenoe. It seemed that the feelings
were that since the plan required suggestions to be
cleared through the several supervisory levels,
there would be little chance of gaining approval
all the way. In another sense, it appeared that
the employees felt that any suggestions reflecting
or indicating shortcomings of top or middle manage-
praotices or policies would probably be "tossed
out." It is likely that these feelings of skepti-
cism or indifference will hamper attainment of the
desired results from the new system.
Morale: Individual morale was fair on the whole, though
low in some cases, ./as little interest or enthu-
siasm. It appeared that the work was secondary to
other matters of primary interest to a number in the
section.
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